Abstract. The algorithmic generation of textual descriptions of real world image sequences requires conceptual knowledge. The algorithmic generation of synthetic image sequences from textual descriptions requires conceptual knowledge, too. An explicit representation formalism for behavioral knowledge based on formal logic is presented which can be utilized in both tasks -Understanding and Creation of video sequences. Common sense knowledge is represented at various abstraction levels in a Situation Graph Tree. This form of representation is exploited in order to fill in missing details in a natural language text describing developments for an image sequence to be synthesized.
Introduction
An (artifical) cognitive vision system is supposed to not only extract numerical results from input images or image sequences. It rather has to associate those quantitative results obtained by machine vision with primitive qualitative concepts which then can be aggregated into more complex concepts [6, 10] . These complex concepts might then be transformed into a (natural language) textual description of what the computer vision system recognized in the depicted scene. In this sense, Cognitive Vision (CogV) constitutes an algorithmic link between visual and textual representations of information about the same discourse [16] . Examples from image sequences of innercity road traffic [9] and of vehicle maneuvers at a filling station [7] have shown that each step in this algorithmic linkage incorporates a-priori knowledge into the overall vision system.
The generation of synthetic image sequences from a (natural language) textual description of a time-varying scene might be seen as an inversion of CogV as described above: complex concepts mentioned in the input text have to be broken down into primitive concepts [16, 5, 2] . These primitive concepts have to be associated with (time-varying) geometric body configurations [16, 12, 14] , which then can be visualized by standard computer graphic algorithms. The steps necessary for image sequence generation require knowledge very similar to the knowledge utilized in the CogV task. Such additional knowledge is definitely needed in cases where certain constraining information had not been incorporated into the input text due to the fact that a human reader can assume certain global constraints utilizing his commonsense knowledge. A good example for such implicit constraints is given in [4] . Thus, a-priori knowledge can control the (probably) vast amount of possible image sequences compatible with the input text. This kind of knowledge-supported image sequence generation is referred to, therefore, as Controlled Imagery Generation (CIG) in the following.
Accepting that CogV and CIG are inverse processes as motivated above, the question arises wether or not knowledge represented for one process can be utilized easily in the inverse process. This would not only minimize the effort of knowledge engineering or acquisition, but also would introduce the ability of feedback loops between both processes: the conceptual or textual description of image sequences produced by a vision system might be re-visualized. Differences between the original and the synthetic image sequence point out errors or shortcomings in the knowledge deployed [17] or might even be used to re-formulate the output of the vision system in order to impose the correct 'mental image' to a human listener, as it is named in [3] . Analogously, a synthetic image sequence generated from an input text might be analyzed by a vision system. Again, differences between the original text and the text produced by the vision system might indicate deficiencies in the utilized knowledge or associated processing steps.
In the sequel, Section 2 refines the view of a cognitive vision system as a layered system of separable transformation steps. The knowledge employed in each of these steps will be described with special emphasis on conceptual, in particular behavioral knowledge. Section 3 outlines a possible approach to CIG as an inverted CogV task, focusing on the usability of the same behavioral knowledge. Fig. 1 depicts a layered model of a cognitive vision system. Each white rectangle in this figure stands for one representation form of information processed by the vision system. Filled rectangles surrounding one or more layers represent more encompassing sub-systems of the overall vision system. The left lower subsystem (middle-gray) comprises layers which process quantitative information. The upper (light-gray) sub-system contains layers processing conceptual information. The right lower sub-system (dark-gray) contains only one layer (so far): here, natural language information is processed. Arrows between layers indicate the flow of information between two layers, implying appropriate transformation steps. Dashed arrows show the direction in which information is passed during a CogV task, while solid arrows indicate the opposite direction to be taken by a video creation task.
Cognitive Vision
The sub-system concerned with quantitative information (middle-gray in Fig. 1 , comprising SAL, ISL, PDL and SDL) obtains signals from a camera configuration, converts these signals into images, and analyzes these images with respect to information about the depicted scene. The knowledge employed in these transformation steps includes knowledge about the meaning of two-dimensional image cues (as edges, optical flow, etc.), but in addition knowledge concerned with the projection from 3D scenes to the two-dimensional image plane. The vision system comprises, moreover, discourse-specific knowledge: in the case of image sequences of road traffic scenes, vehicle models, motion models, illumination models, and geometric models representing the static components of the depicted scene like the lane structure or other static objects are taken into account. The results obtained by this sub-system are converted into conceptual primitives and are passed up to the sub-system concerned with conceptual information (light-gray in Fig. 1 , comprising CPL and BRL). These conceptual primitives contain the state of each depicted agent, which the quantitative subsystem was able to recognize, including, e.g., the agent's position and orientation in the scene and its linear and angular velocity.
Towards primitive conceptual descriptions
Based on the state-information passed up from the quantitative sub-system, the Conceptual Primitives Layer (CPL) can derive more complex concepts by employing a Fuzzy Metric Temporal Horn Logic (fmthl see [15] ) on an a-priori given terminology. This terminology consists of logic-rules and facts which define from which (combination of) conceptual primitives a certain more complex concept can be derived [8] . Such complex concepts may regard the agent itself (standing, moving, accelerating, turning, etc.), the agent and another object (overtaking, following, etc.), but also the agent and a conceptual repesentation of a certain location in the scene (leaving, approaching, etc.). The CPL therefore comprises, too, the conceptual representation of static scene objects.
Towards abstract behavioral descriptions
So far, the complex concepts derived by the CPL appear as temporally and conceptually isolated statements. These concepts are referred to as occurrences. To embed occurrences into a temporal and conceptual context, the next layer (BRL) describes the expected behavior of agents in the form of so-called Situation Graph Trees (SGTs).
SGTs [15, 1] describe the behavior of an agent in a hierarchical manner: the basic unit of any SGT is the situation scheme. Such a scheme describes the state of an agent in terms of occurrencies together with the actions the agent is expected to carry out whenever the situation scheme is instantiated. Directed edges between situation schemes (called prediction edges) define a temporal successor relation on situation schemes. Thus, single situation schemes are embedded into (temporal) sequences of other schemes. Single schemes can be marked as startsituation and/or end-situation of such sequences. Situation schemes together with prediction edges build so-called situation graphs. These situation graphs can particularize superordinated situation schemes. This is done by connecting the situation scheme to be particularized with a situation graph by so-called particularization edges. The situation graph is said to particularize the situation scheme, which means it describes the particularized situation in a conceptually or temporally more detailed way. Thus, particularization edges define a partial order on situation schemes: situation schemes inside a situation graph which do not particularize any other scheme are called 'most general situations' (the graph is called root graph of the SGT). Schemes inside any graph reachable by a particularization edge from inside this root graph are more particularized, and so on. Circles inside the SGT due to particularization edges are not allowed. Thus, schemes inside situation graphs together with particularization edges connecting schemes with particularizing graphs build tree-like structures, the situation graph trees [9, 1] .
In a CogV task, SGTs are utilized to recognize situations which can be instantiated for the observed agent by applying a graph traversal on a suitable SGT. For further details on this graph-traversal, see [15, 9, 1] . SGTs are incorporated into the vision system by their algorithmic transformation into fmthl-logic programs. This allows easy modifications and even the exchange of the complete behavioral knowledge incorporated into the vision system if necessary. In addition, this formulation directly cooperates with the other conceptual knowledge sources such as the terminology and the conceptual representation of static scene objects. The complete conceptual sub-system of the vision system is based, therefore, on formal logic inference.
An example-SGT can be seen in Fig. 2 . This SGT is presently used for the textual description of image sequences showing vehicle maneuvers at a filling station. Situation schemes are depicted as rectangles comprising the name of the scheme and all occurrencies which have to be evaluated to instantiate this scheme (note that actions normally associated with situation schemes have been omitted in Fig. 2 due to space limitations) . Situation graphs are shown as rounded rectangles. Thin arrows denote prediction edges, while thick arrows indicate particularization edges. Note that small circles in the right upper corner of situation schemes depict predictions from one scheme to itself. These predictions are called self-predictions. The root graph (compare Fig. 2 ) comprises only one situation scheme, namely getting gas. This scheme is particularized by another situation graph, comprising three schemes (driving to filling place, filling in petrol, and leaving filling place), whereby the first of these schemes is marked as startsituation and the last one as end-situation (small squares to the left or to the right of situation names indicate start-schemes or end-schemes, respectively). Two of these schemes are particularized further. Note that multiple particularizations are allowed (compare Fig. 2 : driving to free filling place). If multiple particularizations or multiple predictions occur in an SGT, these edges have to be ordered (small numbers in Fig. 2 show the order between particularizations and predictions from any scheme). The traversal algorithm mentioned above tests for further scheme instantiations in this order. Note that some particularizing graphs have been omitted in Fig. 2 due to space limitations. These omissions are indicated by small filled squares beneath situation schemes (compare Fig. 2 : driving to free filling place and driving to exit).
From behavioral descriptions to natural language text
The graph-traversal in BRL based on the employed SGT and on the occurrencies derived in the CPL instantiates one situation for each image frame and each recognized agent in the observed scene. The sequence of these situations can be used in the Natural Language Layer (NLL) to formulate a natural language text describing the scene as seen by the cognitive vision system [7] . The text generation conducted in NLL is based on the Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) treated by Kamp & Reyle [11] .
Controlled Imagery Generation
The overall task in CIG is to generate one plausible image sequence which visualizes the scene characterized by a textual description. Considering CIG as an inverted CogV task, the first step of imagery generation includes the analysis of the input text in order to construct a conceptual description of the scene mentioned there (NLL to CPL in Fig. 1 ). Natural language processing (NLP) steps along the lines of the DRT as required for CIG have been reported in [2] . The next step towards the generation of a synthetic image sequence is the recognition of situations which have to be instantiated for any agent mentioned in the text (CPL to BRL in Fig. 1 ). Supposing that appropriate concepts were derived from the text, this instantiation of situation schemes is (at least) comparable to situation instantiation within the CogV task. It therefore is assumed in the following that a sequence of isolated situations for every agent mentioned in the input text has been derived after these two transformation steps.
One problem arises due to the fact that natural language texts are aimed at a human reader: not every fact has to be included into the text, because the reader is supposed to assume certain global facts on the basis of his commonsense knowledge. A text describing a vehicle at a filling station as reaching a certain filling place (reaching filling place in Fig. 2) , would surely make the reader assume that this vehicle was driving towards that (previously vacant) filling place for some preceding time instances (see driving to free filling place in Fig. 2) . The reader can obviously embed single situations into plausible situation sequences.
In addition to the above-mentioned problem of situation-embedding, a second type of potentially incomplete specification arises in association with most natural language texts: usually, a human observer describing, e.g., vehicle maneuvers at a filling station would formulate at a certain level of detail what he sees. For some purposes, it might be sufficient to describe a vehicle as driving to a filling place (driving to filling place), without stating that the vehicle (i.e. the driver) first decides for a vacant filling place (finding way to free filling place), drives towards it (driving to free filling place), and at last reaches that place (reaching filling place). Again, the human reader can be supposed to assume this more detailed description of what really happened in the scene on the basis of his commonsense knowledge.
Derivation of plausible behaviors from situation sequences
A single algorithm for both task -the embedding of situations and the derivation of most detailed descriptions -can draw advantage from the fact that the knowledge necessary for both task is already stored in form of SGTs: on one hand, every situation recognized in the input text will appear inside a situation graph, upon a path from some start-situation to some end-situation. Moreover, this situation graph might particularize another, more general situation: again, this particularized situation is not isolated, but may imply an entire sequence of situations, and so on. Thus, the embedding of given situations can be derived.
On the other hand, most situations might be superordinated to particularizing graphs. Each path from a start-situation to an end-situation in such a particularizing graph comprises a more detailed description of the initial situation. Situations occurring in that path might again be particularized by other graphs, and so on. Therefore, the particularization of given situations is also derivable. These relationships will be characterized more precisely in the following six definitions, prior to the description of an algorithm which solves both problems mentioned above.
Definition 1 (SGT-episode). Any sequence E of situations inside one situation graph G which constitutes a path from any start-situation to any endsituation along prediction edges is denoted as an SGT-episode described by G.
If G is particularizing a situation scheme S, E is called particularizing SGTepisode of S.
Definition 2 (behavior). Given an SGT B, a behavior is recursively defined as follows:
-each SGT-episode E described by the root graph of B is a behavior.
-Given a behavior E, another behavior can be obtained by replacing one situation S in E with a particularizing SGT-episode of S.
Definition 3 (particularizing behavior). Given an SGT B and a behavior E, any behavior E is denoted as a particularizing behavior of E, iff E can be obtained by (recursively) replacing situations in E with particularizing SGTepisodes.

Definition 4 (maximal behavior). Given an SGT B, any behavior E is called a maximal behavior, iff no situation S in E can be replaced by a particularizing SGT-episode of S.
Definition 5 (B-compatible behavior). Given an SGT B and a situation sequence S, any behavior S is called B-compatible with S, iff -each element of S is also element of S and -for each pair (s i , s j ) of elements of S, where s i lies before s j in the sequence S, s i lies before s j in the sequence S.
Definition 6 (maximized B-compatible behavior). Given an SGT B and a situation sequence S, any behavior M is called maximized B-compatible with regard to S, iff -M is a maximal behavior and -M is a particularizing behavior of some behavior S which is B-compatible with S.
The algorithmic solution for situation-embedding and situation-particularization takes an SGT B and a situation sequence S as input. It derives the desired maximized B-compatible behavior in two recursive sub-processes: first, a B-compatible behavior is searched for the given input sequence (compare Def. 5). This sub-process embeds the given situation sequence into a possible behavior as described by B. Then, this B-compatible behavior will be particularized until a maximized B-compatible behavior (compare Def. 6) is found. This second sub-process thus derives a most-detailled description of the desired behavior.
To prepare the first recursion, the algorithm determines an abstraction path for each situation in S. These paths lead from the given situation up to a situation inside the root graph of B. The paths are unique, because every situation can only be part of one graph and each graph can only particularize one or -in case of the root graph of B -no situation. The abstraction paths are used in the first recursion to restrict the search space for B-compatible behaviors. The initial behavior S 0 for this search is given by any SGT-episode (compare Def. 1) inside the root graph (as an initial behavior following Def. 2), which contains all last elements of the abstraction paths in correct order. The last elements Again, the remaining abstraction paths restrict this particularization: only those particularizing behaviors are investigated which contain the last elements of these abstraction paths. Therefore, a list of those last elements is constructed. This list is partitioned according to the graph membership of comprised consecutive situations. This is necessary for the following reason: in distinction to the initial step, where all last elements of the abstraction paths could be found within the root graph of B, subsequent steps might lead to lists of last elements which lie in different graphs. If two or more consecutive situations lie within one graph, only one SGT-episode in that graph is searched which contains all these situations in the correct order. Thus, for each partition of the current last elements of the abstraction paths, one SGT-episode is searched for particularization. In each recursion step i, the algorithm constructs a particularizing behavior S i from the result S i−1 obtained during the preceding recursion step. The last elements of each (not empty) abstraction path are deleted until all these paths are empty. The resulting behavior is -due to its construction -B-compatible with the initially given sequence S. The second recursive sub-process of the algorithm takes the previously constructed B-compatible behavior and particularizes this behavior until the resulting behavior is maximal (following Def. 6).
Note that the algorithm described above does not necessarily yield a unique solution. Depending on the SGT and the input situation sequence, the algorithm rather constructs all possible maximized B-compatible behaviors with respect to the SGT and the input sequence. The order in which these possible solutions are obtained by the algorithm is defined by the order on prediction edges and particularization edges mentioned in Section 2.2. The following example will illustrate the application of the algorithm and the construction of multiple possible solutions, see Fig. 3 for a pseudo-code formulation of the algorithm outlined above.
An example
Suppose we describe the possible behavior of agents with the SGT B depicted in Fig. 4 . Suppose further that the text-analysis and subsequent situation instantiation yielded the initial situation sequence S = A,B,C . Thus the following three abstraction paths result: 
We thus proceed with the sequence S 0 = G . Because all last elements of the abstraction paths have been processed, these elements are deleted. The remaining paths have the form
The first recursion starts with the determination of the list of last elements of the remaining abstraction paths: This yields
Partitioning according to graph membership of comprised situations leads to
because all three situations belong to one graph. The search for SGT-episodes in that graph containing all three situations in the correct order produces a single tuple
We thus obtain one particularizing behavior, namely by replacing the situation G in S 0 by the sequence A ,B,C and by deleting every last element in each abstraction path, yielding S 1 = A ,B,C as new behavior and
as remaining paths. Notice that the path g B initially determined for the situation B is empty now and no longer affects the processing. The next iteration starts with
as list of last elements and
as the partition of that list. In this case, we obtain a partition comprising two elements, one containing elements of one graph on the abstraction path initially determined for A, the other containing elements of a graph on the abstraction path for C. Thus, determining possible SGT-episodes (compare Def. 1) in both of these graphs yields
The first element of E 2 contains only one SGT-episode A1,A ,A2 because this is the only SGT-episode in the graph containing A . The second element of E 2 contains two SGT-episodes: in the corresponding graph, two SGT-episodes can be found which both comprise the situation C (compare Fig. 4 ). We thus obtain two possible next particularizing behaviors
by replacing the situations A and C in S 1 by the possible paths from E 2 . The only remaining abstraction path after deletion then is
A last iteration yields the list of last elements
and resulting possible SGT-episodes
The only possible SGT-episode for replacing A in S 2 and S 2 is therefore A , yielding the particularizing behaviors
Because all abstraction paths are empty after this step, the first sub-process of the algorithm terminates here. Notice that both situation sequences S 3 and S 3 are B-compatible behaviors with respect to S. Nevertheless, the two sequences S 3 and S 3 do not describe the behavior of the mentioned agent in the most detailed way obtainable by B: the situation C as part of both behaviors possesses a particularizing graph -consisting only of the situation scheme D (compare Fig. 4) . The most particularized description is obtained, however, by the second sub-process of the algorithm: the B-compatible behaviors obtained so far are particularized until a maximal B-compatible behavior is reached. In the example above, only one situation (i.e. C) comprised in both behaviors possesses a particularizing graph. In that graph, only one SGT-episode D can be found. Thus, for the example discussed above, this operation yields the final result(s) M = A1, A, A2, B, D, C2 M = A1, A, A2, B, D, C1, C2 . Table 1 recapitulates the example described above.
From maximal B-compatible behavior to synthetic image sequences
Of course, the task of CIG is not finished by deriving plausible situation sequences in BRL (compare Fig. 1 ). The next step would be to transform these situations first into complex and then into primitive concepts in CPL. Subsequently, these primitive concepts have to be transformed into quantitative descriptions of body configurations in the described 3D-scene (SDL). These configurations then have to be visualized.
Conclusion
In this article, a view of Cognitive Vision and Controlled Imagery Generation as inverse processes has been motivated. Moreover, it was suggested to use one knowledge base for both processes in order to minimize knowledge engineering efforts and in order to allow feedback loops between both processes. Special emphasis was placed on the representation of behavioral knowledge. Here it has been shown that SGTs -behavioral representation formalisms developed for Cognitive Vision -can also be used for the derivation of plausible situation sequences as a starting point for the generation of synthetic video sequences. An algorithm was explained which derives plausible situation sequences by not only particularizing given information -as described, e.g., in [16, 17] -but also incorporates knowledge about plausible behavioral contexts into which the given information can be embedded.
Future Work
The algorithmic determination of plausible situation sequences presented in this article is only one step of the process of Controlled Imagery Generation. The extraction of concepts from an input text and their association with situation schemes in a given SGT still will profit from further investigations.
The same knowledge representation formalisms employed in the CogV task will be used to facilitate the transformation of situation schemes into conceptual primitives, including the terminology and a conceptual representation of static scene objects. Further steps will have to transform these conceptual primitives into numerical representations, using again the same quantative knowledge as employed in the CogV task, e.g., the illumination model and motion models for vehicles.
